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Various methods have been developed to study the contact response of solids with self-
affine rough surfaces. FFT-based boundary element methods have shown to be the most
computational-efficient, outperforming the finite element method. These techniques allow
one to mesh the surfaces with a very high density of discretization points, thus spanning
all wavelengths required. In this work we intend to use a boundary element method
of this type [1] coupled concurrently to an atomistic domain to study contact between
metallic surfaces and their plastic deformation through dislocation nucleation and glide
[2]. The atomistic domain is linked through a buffer region to a linear elastic isotropic
domain. Loading of the flat continuum domain occurs through the tractions imposed by
the atomistic domain. The continuum domain loads subsequently the atomistic domain
while displacing the buffer. The equilibrium static solution is obtained iteratively through
energy minimization of the atomistic domain and the deformation of the continuum do-
main is found by superposition of the elastic solution of the dislocations and their images.
The method is first validated using full atomistic simulations for nanoscale crystals and
then used to study the contact behavior of microscale rough solids.
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